Nouveau Construction and Technology Services is focused on construction and technology services that partners with commercial clients, public institutions, educational and healthcare facilities to develop and improve the workplace and educational environment. Our diversity and experience in both has allowed us to offer wireless solution services as well. Understanding the focus and expertise required to perform these services, we have a dedicated team within Nouveau with over 25 years of cellular, IDAS, ODAS, and Wi-Fi experience.

- Data Collection
- Design
- CW Testing
- Post Processing
- Commissioning and Integration
- Network Testing
- Interference Hunting

- Site Survey
- Design
- Pre & Post Data Collection
- Installation
- Commissioning and Integration
- Monitoring
- Maintenance

Nouveau Construction and Technology Services
2441 Lacy Lane
Carrollton, Texas 75006
(972) 484-5077

info@ntsllp.com www.ntsllp.com